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Year 6 Teacher required for Autumn Term 2020.  
This is a temporary 2-year post initially with a view to be 

made permanent. 
MPS 

Full time 
 

Are you someone who is looking for a new and exciting challenge? 
 

We are looking for an outstanding Year 6 teacher with a record of pursuing excellence and has high 
standards and expectations for all students.  We have an exciting opportunity available to teach 
English and Maths to year 6 students who need some extra support with reaching the expected KS2 
standard.  It would involve teaching lessons to small groups, supporting students within larger classes 
and leading some interventions.  
 

If you are someone who relishes the opportunity to make a difference and understands the 
importance that positive relationships can have on educational outcomes, then our school could be 
the school for you. Ellesmere Port Catholic High School is a smaller than average secondary school 
situated in Ellesmere Port. Governors are seeking to appoint a full time KS2 teacher who will be able 
to teach small classes of year 7 students in both English and Maths. 
 

We are looking for a successful applicant who:  
 Is an outstanding teacher, with experience working with children with Year 6 
 Is passionate about promoting inclusion across the school to raise aspiration and achievement 
 Values autonomy and team work and the chance to initiate and shape opportunities and 

partnerships 
 Believes education has the power to change lives and is excited to be part of it 
 Is excellent at organisation and communication 
 Is committed to providing the highest standards of provision for pupils. 
 An excellent communicator, with a strong commitment to working in partnership with 

parents, governors and the community. 
The successful candidate will be: 

 Welcomed into a caring Catholic school community. 
 Commitment to your continued professional development 
 Strong, effective leadership and vision 
 An exciting and challenging professional opportunity and the chance to make a difference 
 Committed and supportive governors 
 

Closing date 5th October 2020 at 12 noon. 
 

EPCHS is dedicated to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young 

people and expects all staff to share this commitment. This position is subject to an 

enhanced DBS check. 
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